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Incremental Cost-Effectiveness (ICE) Concepts
Basic ICE Terminology and Notation
Obenchain ICE References and Downloads
My statistical perspective on methods for ICE inference is that they address a fundamentally two-dimensional problem. In fact, I believe
that ICE inference represents the single, most important and challenging area for practical application of basic concepts from multivariate
analysis in health care today.

Introduction to

Key Topics in ICE Graphical Perception and Interpretation:

The above pair of graphical displays can be generated using the ICEwedge( ) and ICEcolor( ) functions contained within my ICEinfer R-package. The two
graphs above show essentially the "same" Bootstrap Count-Outwards Wedge-Shaped 95% Confidence Region for the high-uncertainty numerical
example of Obenchain(2008) and Obenchain, Robinson and Swindle(2005.) Due to high-uncertainty, this statistical region has an incredibly wide centralpolar-angle of 237.o In other words, this particular confidence "wedge" is actually more than half of the whole bootstrap resampling pie! Yet, this 95%
confidence region is at least somewhat restrictive in the sense that it spans only 66% (237 out of 360-degrees) of the total ICE plane.
Mathematically, the approach to defining a statistical confidence region illustrated here is said to be "equivariant" under changes in the Shadow Price of
Health, usually denoted by the Greek symbol Lambda. Here, outcomes for the two numerical values of 0.26 and 2.6 are illustrated and compared.
Technically, equivariance means that the operations of [a] changing Lambda and [b] forming the confidence wedge are commutative. One gets the same
final wedge either when performing operation [b] then [a] or when performing operation [a] first and only then [b].
Actually, the above graphs (somewhat cunningly) use the so-called "alias" perspective (quite commonly used in both physics and computer science) where
the bootstrap re-sampling scatter literally appears to be essentially unchanged between the left-hand and right-hand panels. However, because Lambda
increases by a factor of ten in the second analysis, note that the scale changes along the horizontal axis (effectiveness in cost units); the left-hand
effectiveness range of (-10 to +10) becomes (-100 to +100) in the right-hand graphic. Another difference that may emerge only upon quite careful
examination of the above graphics is that (due to differences in R's initial random-number-generator "seed" value specified in two consecutive but
separate analyses) the two scatters actually are not exactly identical! Still, up to this point in our discussion of the above graphics, there really are no
important differences between them.
And now, the Kicker!!! When the bootstrap resampled outcomes within the above confidence wedges get COLORED with somewhat contradictory linear
NB preferences (Beta = Gamma = Eta = 1) implied by two very different numerical values for Lambda, considerable additional economic variation
(uncertainty) gets injected into the "Are there Differences?" question. See discussion Topic Two below for more information on this pivotal complication!

Topic One: Why Attempt to Exclude (0, 0)?
Topic Two: Two Sources of ICE Uncertainty
Topic Three: ICE Angle Serendipity
Topic Four: ICE Fieller's Theorem Wedges
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Topic Five: ICE Preference Axioms
Topic Six: Variation in Willingness-to-Pay/Accept
Topic Seven: Eliminating Bias in Acceptability Curves
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Basic ICE Terminology and Notation
In health economics and pharmacoepidemiology literature, ICE methods are a special case of what is generally called Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) or
Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA.) When several alternative treatments for a given medical condition are available, treatments not actually on the "Frontier" are
not competitive:

ICE methods address the so-called "incremental" case where just two treatments are compared head-to-head. In typical notation, these treatments are
denoted by a subscript of either T => new treatment or else S => standard or control treatment. Overall average differences ("Deltas") on effectiveness and
cost are then combined to form a pair of overall outcome differences:

Overall outcome pairs are typically standardized by expressing both of their components in the same units ...of either both in cost or else both in
effectiveness. To make this conversion, the numerical value of a truly key quantity (called Lambda) is needed:

Note that Lambda has both the ESSENTIAL property that it is a constant as well as the UNFORTUNATE property that it is an unknown. The most
frequently cited numerical value for Lambda is $50,000 per QALY. Unfortunately, converting all of the different effectiveness measure used in various
specific disease states into QALYs is a formidable problem. Given some numerical value for Lambda, the standardization process goes as follows:
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Black WC. [The CE plane. Medical Decision Making 1990; 10: 212-214] suggested using 2-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates (x, y) in "a graphic
representation of cost-effectiveness". Because the x co-ordinate is the average treatment difference in effectiveness while the y co-ordinate is the average
treatment difference in cost, a purist might insist that this (x, y) graphical representation should be called the (effectiveness, cost) plane ...but this is not
accepted terminology. On the other hand, note that the vector from (0, 0) to (x, y) does have slope s = y / x ...and this statistic is quite appropriately called
the standardized ICE Ratio (or ICER.)
Laupacis A, Feeny D, Detsky AS, Tugwell PX. [How attractive does a new technology have to be to warrant adoption and utilization? Tentative
guidelines for using clinical and economic evaluations. Can Med Assoc J 1992; 146 (4): 473-81] suggested dividing the ICE Plane up into WedgeShaped sub-regions suggestive of a "Pie Chart."

This early work is quite important in the sense that it was the first to suggest that consumers' preferences are symmetric relative to the upper-left to
lower-right diagonal (x = -y) of the ICE Plane.
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Incremental Cost-Effectiveness (ICE)
Statistical Inference References
Obenchain RL. Issues and algorithms in cost-effectiveness inference. Biopharmaceutical Reports 1997; 5: 1-7. [NOTE: My first
ICE paper is now mostly out-of-date in the sense I have since changed key terminology. Still, it clearly shows that some of
my basic ICE concepts that remained unpublished (in a refereed journal) until 2008 are actually much older.]
View/Download.
Obenchain RL. ICEplane / ICEpairs / ICEpsbbs: Windows software for calculation of bootstrap ICE confidence and tolerance
regions and graphical displays on the cost-effectiveness plane. [Copyright assigned to Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America (PhRMA.)] 1997-2005.
Two unbiased samples of outcome pairs: Download ICEplane.
Observed pairs of differences (crossover design): Download ICEpairs.
Two biased samples (divided into propensity score bins): Download ICEpsbbs.
Obenchain RL, Melfi CA, Croghan TW, Buesching, DP. Bootstrap analyses of cost effectiveness in antidepressant
pharmacotherapy. PharmacoEconomics 1997; 11: 464-472. [Simple application; nothing controversial here.]
Sacristan JA, Obenchain RL. Reporting cost-effectiveness analyses with confidence. JAMA 1997; 277: 375.
Obenchain RL, Sacristan JA. In reply to “The negative side of cost-effectiveness ratios.” JAMA 1997; 277: 1931-1933.
Obenchain RL, Johnstone BM. Mixed-model imputation of cost data for early discontinuers from a randomized clinical trial.
Drug Information Journal 1999; 33(1): 191-209. [Contains a simple ICE application in the final section, mostly separate
from the main issues of the paper.]
Obenchain RL. Resampling and multiplicity in cost-effectiveness inference. J Biopharm Stat 1999; 9(4): 563-582.
View/Download.
Sacristan JA, Gilaberte I, Boto B, Buesching DP, Obenchain RL, Demitrack M, Perez Sola V, Alvarez E, and Artigas F.
Cost-effectiveness of fluoxetine plus pindolol in patients with major depressive disorder: results from a randomized, double
blind clinical trial. Int Clin Psychopharmacol 2000; 15: 107-113.
Obenchain RL. The key role of symmetry in cost-effectiveness analyses. 2000 Proceedings of the Biopharmaceutical Section.
15-17. Alexandria, VA: American Statistical Association. 2001.
Obenchain RL. Incremental Cost-Effectiveness (ICE) Preference Maps. 2001 JSM Proceedings on CD-ROM. (10 pages.)
Alexandria, VA: American Statistical Association. 2002.
Obenchain RL, Robinson RL, Swindle RW. Cost-Effectiveness Inferences from Bootstrap Quadrant Confidence Levels: Three
Degrees of Dominance. J Biopharm Stat 2005; 15(3): 419-436. View/Download.
Obenchain RL. ICEinfer: R package for Statistical Inference and Economic Preference variation in Incremental
Cost-Effectiveness (ICE) analyzes. 2007. [Wedge-shaped, equivariant confidence regions (with ICE preference colorings);
VAGR acceptability and ALICE curves.] CRAN, Packages @ http://www.r-project.org Or... Download Windows package
from this site.
Obenchain RL. ICE Preference Maps: Nonlinear Generalizations of Net Benefit and Acceptability. Health Services and
Outcomes Research Methodology 2008; 8: 31-56. DOI: 10.1007/s10742-007-0027-2, SpringerLink (free access.) Erratum
(correction to Figure 1): Health Services and Outcomes Research Methodology 2008; 8: 186. (Not free.) View/Download
PDF (Corrected)
Obenchain RL. Mathematica NoteBook file deriving and illustrating equations related to 2-parameter and 4-parameter ICE
Preference Maps and their Willingness-to-Pay/Accept. 2001-2008. Download NoteBook file or View/Download PDF copy
Obenchain RL. JMP DataTable with built-in JSL scrip: Dynamic Visualization of "Willi-Warp" ...the concept that
Willingness-to-Pay (more to get more) and Willingness-to-Accept (less to pay less) can simultaneously vary while the
Shadow Price of Health (Lambda) is held fixed (standardized slope = 1, represented by the diagonal line x = y of Axiom 1.)
2008. (Requires version 7+ of JMP from SAS.) Download JMP DataTable
Obenchain RL. PDF File containing copies of all the ICE Inference Tutorial pages from this web site. [26 pages.] 2008.
View/Download PDF copy
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[1] Excluding the ICE Origin...
Since traditional approaches to ICE Statistical Inference use statistics derived from sample mean values of Cost and Effectiveness measures in random
samples of patients, the (multivariate) Central Limit Theorem clearly applies, and the corresponding observed treatment differences clearly tend towards
having a limiting Bivariate Normal Joint Distribution under rather weak regularity conditions. How come, then, are Normal-Theory Ellipsoidal
Confidence Regions NOT routinely used in ICE Statistical Inference?
The "technical" answer to this question is that such a region could easily have (0, 0) as an Interior Point!. In fact, this sort of "problem" does occur in the
"high uncertainty" numerical example from Obenchain(2008) and Obenchain, Robinson and Swindle(2005) that we are currently considering!

The ICE Outcome Pair of Observed Effectiveness and Cost differences, 25K Re-samples from its
Bootstrap Distribution
of ICE Uncertainty , the resulting Normal-Theory
95% Confidence Ellipse and the ICE Origin of (0, 0).

The above Bootstrap Re-Sampled Distribution is somewhat skewed upwards
(with a somewhat longer downwards, cost tail) ...rather than being "exactly" Bivariate
Normal. Also, the observed (EffiDiff, CostDiff) correlation is -0.0194.
What, then, might be the "conclusions" from the above sort of "Statistical Analysis"? I'm thinking they could sound quite grim and officious; i.e. something
like the following... We conclude that there is no evidence of any true differences on Cost or Effectiveness between the new treatment

T and our standard treatment S. Because all observed differences are NOT significantly different from zero, the new treatment
option (T) will not be added to our formulary.
Thank goodness, published literature on Cost-Effectiveness Analysis has NOT endorsed use of the above sort of blatant "Hypothesis Testing"
approach. In fact, in stark contrast with the above misleading "conclusions," it seems quite clear (at least to me) that the vast majority of re-sampled
ICE outcomes in the above Bootstrap Distribution of ICE Uncertainty are more favorable to treatment T than to treatment S.
I have championed two difference approaches that consistently provide more realistic answers to questions about Cost-Effectiveness Differences
in Head-to-Head Treatment Comparisons than conventional "Significance Testing" possibly could!

[1] The Wedge-Shaped Confidence Regions described and depicted on my ICE Introduction page consistently exclude the ICE Origin. In
fact, by insisting that (0, 0) be at most a Limit Point (and never an Interior Point) of the confidence region, Attention is much more clearly focused
upon identifying Potential TRUE Differences between treatments ...either overall or in identifying relevant patient subgroups of differential responders.
[2] The ICE Quadrant Confidence Levels approach described in Obenchain, Robinson and Swindle(2005) is quite easy to understand and explain to
statistical novices. By defining three progressive "levels" of ICE Statistical Dominance (Some, Much and Strict), this simple but Relatively Powerful
and Discriminating Approach has several Theoretical and Practical Advantages. For example, in the above numerical example, the observed ICE Quadrant
Confidence Levers are: SE => 64.4%, NE => 13.6%, SW => 18.1%, and NW => only 3.9%. In other words,
One's confidence that T is BOTH Less Costly AND More Effective than S is 64.4%.
One's confidence that T is EITHER Less Costly OR More Effective than S is 96.1%.
Thus our Bootstrap ICE Quadrant Analysis shows that T clearly expresses SOME
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DOMINANCE over S and is on the borderline of expressing MUCH DOMINANCE over S.
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[2] Two Sources of ICE Uncertainty
When comparing two treatments (T vs S) on both effectiveness and cost, it is essential to have data from a sample of patients on treatment T as well as
comparable data from a sample of patients receiving treatment S. When treatment "cross-over" is ethical (usually, when the underlying disease condition is
chronic), these two samples of data can come from the same patients. This latter situation is much easier to treat (by forming individual differences on cost
and effectiveness) but is not common; most curable disease states are acute rather than chronic.
The endogenous, statistical uncertainty within two samples of data about what could be the unknown, true overall average differences due to treatment
choice is intrinsic to scientific ICE inference. This uncertainty can be directly addressed using a wedge-shaped bivariate confidence region ...a natural
extension of a (univariate) confidence interval to two-dimensional (cost and effectiveness) data ...that has (0, 0) as a limit point (never as an interior point) of
the region. From this purely statistical perspective, Lambda is little more than an unimportant nuisance parameter because the resulting confidence wedge
is equivariant (commutative) under changes in Lambda.
At the opposite extreme, traditional economic approaches (such as "net-benefit") attempt to convert ICE inference into a univariate problem by first
converting effectiveness differences into measures of cost (or utility.) Unfortunately, this introduces a second, external source of uncertainty ...about
choice of Lambda... and, thus, about what might be a "fair" way to do the effectiveness-to-cost conversion! This additional exogenous uncertainty applies
to all potential treatment comparisons and really needs to be kept separate and treated differently from the statistical uncertainty intrinsic to a specific (T
vs. S) treatment comparison.

Implied Linear NB Preference Distribution when Lambda = 0.26

More Favorable? Linear NB Preference Distribution when Lambda = 2.6 NO!!!

The second histogram above, for Lambda = 2.6, has a bigger and longer Negative, Left-Hand Tail than the first one for Lambda = 0.26. In other
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words, while the larger numerical value for Lambda does assign higher, positive numerical preference values to some bootstrap ICE uncertainty outcomes
within the NE quadrant, it also assigns many less positive numerical scores to more bootstrap outcomes within the SW quadrant!!! Anyway, it is now clear
that (due to injection of exogenous, economic uncertainty and inconsistency), using a larger numerical value for Lambda does not automatically produce
a comparison more favorable to the new treatment, T.
Obenchain(2008) discusses graphical ways to literally "see" distinctions between these two alternative sources of uncertainty and, ultimately, to eliminate
economic uncertainty about Lambda by keeping its value held fixed.
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[3] ICE Angle Serendipity
The QUESTION addressed here: Technically, the definition of the Bootstrap Confidence Wedge seems to use only ICE
Angle Order Statistics and, thus, appears to totally ignore ICE Radius. Doesn't that mean the observed ICE Radius
is rather "unimportant?"
Figure One: Visualization using ICE Polar Coordinates
Here we see a Boostrap Distribution of ICE Uncertainty and the ICE Radius and ICE Angle of its "center point" ...i.e. the point representing the
observed pair of Treatment Differences (New minus Standard) in Effectiveness (horizontal) and Cost (vertical.)

Figure Two: Definition of the 95% Confidence Wedge.
Now, we superimpose the pair of ICE Rays defined by "Counting Outwards" from the observed ICE Ratio (Slope) by a specified number of ICE
Angle Order Statistics (e.g. 11,875 out of 25,000.)

Figure Three: What Would Happen if the ICE Radius were to Suddenly Increase (with Everything Else Held Fixed)?
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Figure Four: And the Answer is that the 95% ICE Angle Confidence Wedge would then Automatically Narrow as shown here!

In other words, the ICE Radius of the observed ICE Outcome Difference Pair (New minus
Standard) is primarily a measure of overall ICE PRECISION (Inverse Uncertainty.)
Basing your Confidence Wedge solely upon ICE Angle Order Statistics really Gets

you

Something for Nothing!

While the calculations may appear to ignore ICE Radius they are
actually quite sensitive to it ...in the sense that they would automatically adjust for any changes in it.

PS. Another key insight into the relative importance of ICE Angles and ICE Radii is provided by
the ICE Preference Mapping work of Obenchain(2008.) What do you see in the "highly realistic"
NONLINEAR map with Beta < Gamma displayed below? This map tends to be "directional" with
the highly desirable property that WTP < WTA below the x = y (lower-left to upper-right) diagonal
where New is preferred over the Standard Treatment...
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What I see here is that ICE Radius is clearly much more important than ICE Angle within the
South-East and North-West ICE Quadrants. See Obenchain and Sacristan (1997) for more on this
point.
Note that the "4-step graphical argument" given earlier on this page used a North-East Quadrant
example ...where ICE Radius is actually somewhat less important than ICE Angle!
ICE Radius is totally unimportant only in the (unrealistic) limit as the Beta "power parameter"
decreases to ZERO. There are then NO Returns-to-Scale corresponding to changes in ICE Radius,
the ICE Cartesian Monotonicity Axiom is violated, and Preferences vary only with ICE Angle ...as in
the Laupacis, Feeny, Detsky and Tugwell (1992) "Pie-Chart" Map!
Nav: Back
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[4] Fieller's Theorem: the "original" Wedge-Shaped ICE
Confidence Region
Asymptotic Bivariate Normality of ICE Differences
Again, because ICE Inference is based upon sample mean values in Cost and Effectiveness measures, the (multivariate) Central Limit
Theorem clearly applies, and the corresponding ICE Differences clearly tend towards having a limiting Bivariate Normal Joint
Distribution under rather weak regularity conditions. Because this assumption of normality is frequently quite realistic, it is extremely
natural to use the Fieller(1954) theorem to develop confidence limits for the unknown, true ICE Ratio, (CostDiff divided by
EffeDiff). Naturally, these intervals and the corresponding BOW-TIE Shaped confidence regions are very different geometrically (and
visually) from the much better-known, elliptical regions needed to "cover" the unknown, true ICE Outcome PAIR, (EffeDiff,
CostDiff) with stated confidence!

Application of Fieller's Theorem in ICE Inference
Chaudhary and Stearns (1996) is an important publication in ICE literature primarily because they displayed a closed-form expression for
computing the Fieller Confidence Interval ...and its corresponding BOW-TIE Shaped, bivariate confidence region. Earlier papers by O’Brien,
Willan and others had explored various, simple Taylor’s series expansion approximations.

Practical Problems in interpreting Confidence Intervals (Regions) from Fieller's Theorem
[a] Small Numerical Differences really are Rather Un-Important!
Consider the following numerical example:

Fieller’s Theorem 95% Interval: -1.7652, +0.3463
ICE Angle Order Statistic 95% Interval: -1.7834, +0.3737
When "too many" decimal places are reported (as in the above numerical listings), the Fieller Interval may appear to be
"different" from that of the corresponding Bootstrap ICE Angle Interval. However, the graphical display below of the
corresponding 2-dimensional Confidence Regions clearly shows that the Fieller and Bootstrap approaches can be essentially
equivalent in many cases...

[b] Problematic "BOW-TIE" Shape: Which "Half" should be Thrown Away?
In the above graphic, the "top half" of the Fieller BOW-TIE (that spans parts of the North-West and North-East ICE
Quadrants) is clearly the part to "keep." After all, this particular "wedge" contains not only the ICE Outcome Pair,
(+1,900, +5,289), of Observed (Effectiveness, Cost) Differences but also roughly 95% of the Bootstrap Re-sampled Outcomes!
The "bottom half" (that spans parts of the South-West and South-East ICE Quadrants) has the same (finite, polar angular)
size but contains almost no Bootstrap Re-sampled Outcomes. And the two remaining wedges each contains only roughly
2.5% of the Bootstrap Re-sampled Outcomes.
In summary, it usually is rather easy to decide which parts of the Fieller BOW-TIE to throw away and ,thus, which single
WEDGE to KEEP! Still this sort of additional processing is a (mild) hassle in the sense that it always needs to be done!

[c] "Infinite Intervals" can Result!
In fact, this phenomenon occurred in the above example! The Fieller Interval (as well as the corresponding ICE Angle
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Interval) contain all ICE Rays with Negative Slopes in the North-West Quadrant that are numerically smaller (more
negative) than roughly -1.77 as well as all ICE Rays with Positive Slopes in the North-East Quadrant that are numerically
larger (more positive) than roughly +0.35. In other words, both the Fieller and Bootstrap intervals for this example can be
described as consisting of the half-open interval (minus infinity, -1.77] plus the half-open interval [+0.35, plus infinity) ...with
both parts being infinite in length!
I really do not know why several ICE Confidence Interval "critics" have tried to make such a BIG DEAL out of this
phenomenon. The reality is that ICE Ratios (Slopes) have a simple discontinuity along the Vertical (EffiDiff=0) Axis ...where
they suddenly jump between plus infinity and minus infinity. My advise is this: Do not freak-out novices by reporting these
sorts of Intervals numerically; again, simply display the corresponding Confidence Region graphically!

[d] Fieller's Theorem "Explodes" in High Uncertainty Cases!
Oh, Oh! This really is a MAJOR SHORTCOMING. In fact, this is the ONLY REASON why the Bootstrap Re-sampling
approach using ICE Angle Order Statistics should be considered to be more stable, robust and realistic than the Fieller's
Theorem approach!
By the way, it's rather obvious what goes "WRONG" with the Fieller BOW-TIE in these "high uncertainty" cases. Each of
the opposing wedge-shaped "halves" of the BOW-TIE are of the same (angular) size, so neither half can be wider than
180-degrees!!! Thus, as the ICE Radius of the center-point of the Bootstrap Re-sampling scatter decreases and the scatter
approaches (and its Convex-Hull ultimately covers) the ICE Origin, (0, 0), the Fieller BOW-TIE WIDENS and eventually
attempts to COVER the entire ICE Plane. Technically, the quantity within the square-root in the closed-form expression of
Chaudhary and Stearns (1996) then becomes NEGATIVE, and the only corresponding "solutions" for Fieller Confidence
Limits become IMAGINARY!
In stark contrast, this sort of "explosion" simply cannot happen in the Bootstrap Re-sampling approach using ICE Angle
Order Statistics because the Central Polar Angle of the Bootstrap Wedge can easily exceed 180-degrees! In fact,
the example wedge displayed on our very first ICE Tutorial Page had a Central Polar Angle spanning 237-degrees (i.e.
considerably more than HALF of the full Bootstrap Re-sampling "PIE.")

Misconceptions that have lead to Highly Questionable Simulation Results
[a] Meaningless "Order Statistics" can result from sorting ICE Ratios instead of ICE Angles
The following is a computational "blunder" that I have seen being repeated over and over again (in both ICE applications
and ICE simulation studies.) It's simply not appropriate (and can be incredibly misleading and biased) to (i) calculate the
ICE Ratio for each Bootstrap Re-sample Outcome, to then (ii) sort these values from numerically largest (most positive) to
numerically smallest (most negative), and finally (iii) to form a 95% Interval by "Counting Inwards" 2.5% of these ICE
Ratio Order Statistics from each supposed "end" of the resulting distribution.
This faulty algorithm essentially makes the incredibly naive assumption, (depicted visually below) that all Bootstrap
Re-sampled Outcomes always have an observed EffeDiff that is non-negative! LOOK how "distorted" and "disjointed" the
actual Bootstrap Distribution (depicted above) becomes due to this blunder ...and how LARGE and incredibly BIASED this
blunder can make the resulting ICE Ratio confidence wedge!!!

ICE Ratio Order Statistic Interval: +12.4343, -12.458
In my opinion, all published simulation studies that claim that bootstrap ICE intervals are "biased" (or have "inferior"
coverage) relative to Fieller ICE intervals make this same, incredibly naive computational mistake.

[b] The ICE Ray with the Most Positive ICE Slope does not necessarily correspond to the Upper (Counter-Clockwise)
Confidence Limit
We also saw this phenomenon in the above numerical example! The correct Counter-Clockwise (Upper) Confidence Limit
was the negative value (of -1.77 or -1.78 within the SW Quadrant) rather than the positive value (of +0.35 or +0.37 within the
NE Quadrant.)

[c] Incorrect or Misinterpreted Trignometric Formulas
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I think that the simulation results reported in Cook and Heyse (2000) are credible; anyway, they do agree with what I have
found in my own ICE experience. On the other hand, one of their formulas does not give correct answers in any computing
environment that I have tried it in:
Theta (degrees) = 180*atan(DelCost/DelEffe)/pi
+ 180 when DelCost is negative
Unfortunately, Fan and Zhou (2007) apparently trusted this formula and (not surprisingly) got simulation results that
conflict with those of Cook and Heyse (2000)!!!
The following alternative formula gives correct answers in the "R" environment:
Theta (degrees) = 180*atan(DelCost/DelEffe)/pi
+ 180 when DelCost is negative
+ 180 when DelEffe * DelCost is negative
The JMP (from SAS) environment returns a "missing value" when asked to compute atan(1/0) and atan(-1/0).
WARNING: Obenchain manuscripts emphasize the ICE Preference Symmetry Axiom and, thus, place the ICE Angle Origin
(Theta = 0) along the x = -y diagonal within the SE ICE Quadrant. Correspondingly, I also restrict attention to the finite
ICE Angle range of (-180, +180] degrees. Cook and Heyse (2000) place their Theta origin at my Theta = +45 degrees.
Furthermore, they essentially use the "positive" Theta range of [0, 360) degrees.

Summary
ICE Inference practitioners really do need to be discouraged from using computing algorithms that have not been validated. If
nothing else, a suite of benchmark numerical examples and corresponding "correct" analyzes needs to be established to speed testing of
all new/alternative algorithms. Furthermore, consensus on what (objectively) really are the relative strengths and weaknesses of
alternative ICE methodologies is quite badly needed. My very first ICE communication (1997) called for collaboration on these vital
sorts of "issues and algorithms."
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[5] ICE Preference Axioms
My most recent ICE publication [Obenchain RL. ICE Preference Maps: Nonlinear Generalizations of Net Benefit and Acceptability. Health Services
and Outcomes Research Methodology 2008; 8: 31-56] started out as a much shorter paper with a different title: ICE Preference Maps: An

Axiomatic Basis.
The (x, y) notation for (effectiveness, cost) differences between two competing treatments used in these axioms assumes [as explained on my ICE notation
and terminology page] that both of the x and y coordinates are expressed in the same units (either both in cost units or else both in effectiveness units.) In
other words, the problem has been placed into its canonical (standardized) form where the Shadow Price of Health, Lambda, can be visualized as having
been forced to equal 1.
When first examining the following table, it may be helpful to note that the linear preference map of Net Benefit Analysis, NB(x, y) = x - y, clearly satisfies
all four of these axioms. The first two axioms represent basic concepts that appear to have been well known and widely accepted before my ICE
publications; the importance of the final two axioms was essentially unrecognized before my work.

The Four Axioms
of ICE Preference
Indifference and

P(x, y) = 0 when x = y,

Direction of
Preference:

P(x, y) > 0 when x > y, and

Cartesian
Monotonicity:

P(x, y) ³ P(xo, yo) for

Re-labeling:

P(x, y) = -P(-x, -y)

Symmetry and

P(x, y) = P(-y, -x)

Anti-Symmetry:

= -P(y, x)

P(x, y) < 0 when x < y.

all x ³ xo and y £ yo.

The following are my (intuitive) motivations for these four axioms...

[1] ICE Indifference and Direction of Preference
When x = y, society receives exactly the difference in effectiveness for which it pays, no more and no less. Therefore, there is no compelling reason to prefer
one treatment relative to the other, i.e., P(x, y) = 0. If the new treatment is more effective, it is commensurably more costly. If the new treatment is less
costly, it is commensurably less effective.
When x > y, the difference in effectiveness of the new treatment compared to the standard exceeds the cost difference between the treatments. Society thus
receives a level of incremental effectiveness worth more than its incremental cost. Therefore, the new treatment is preferred over the standard, i.e. P(x, y) >
0.
When x < y, the difference in cost is larger than the difference in effectiveness. Society thus receives a level of incremental effectiveness worth less than its
incremental cost. The standard treatment is then preferred over the new treatment, i.e. P(x, y) < 0.
This first axiom is by far the most restrictive of the four. It dictates an infinite, linear interface of standardized slope 1 separating positive from negative ICE
preferences. In original units, this is the line DC/DE = l with slope determined by the shadow price of health, which ICE analysts may wish to deliberately
vary to perform sensitivity analyses that turn out to be anything but subtle.

[2] ICE Cartesian Monotonicity
A fundamental property of all sensible preference maps is that P(x, y) ³ P(x0, y0) for all x ³ x0 and all y £ y0. If the effectiveness of a new treatment is
increased at the same time its ultimate cost is decreased, preference for that new product over a fixed standard treatment certainly cannot decrease.
Remember that we are assuming that x has been defined so that larger (more positive) values of standardized effectiveness are more favorable to the
treatment currently called new. Similarly, y must be defined so that smaller (more negative) values of standardized cost are more favorable to the treatment
currently called new.

[3] ICE Re-labeling
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One meaning of P(x, y) = -P(-x, -y) is that, when reversing treatment labels (new and standard) on a single pair of treatments, the direction of preference is
reversed while the strength of preference is preserved. The implications of this axiom are broader in the sense that this same preference equality must also
hold when a fixed new treatment is either preferred or not preferred to a fixed standard by a fixed, specified amount. This axiom imposes a form of fairness
or even-handedness upon head-to-head ICE treatment comparisons.

[4] ICE Symmetry and Anti-Symmetry
Axiom 4 can be expressed in two equivalent ways. Starting with the third axiom plus either form of the fourth axiom, the other form of the fourth axiom
follows immediately by simple algebra. For example, the re-labeling property, P(x, y) = -P(-x, -y), can be combined with the symmetry property, P(x, y) =
P(-y, -x), to yield P(x, y) = -P(y, x), which is the anti-symmetry property.
The ICE symmetry axiom requires that preferences for any pair of outcomes symmetrically located relative to the upper-left to lower-right standardized
diagonal, x = -y, of the ICE plane must be identical, P(x, y) = P(-y, -x). In other words, for any (x, y) outcome, the alternative outcome of (-y, -x) must yield
the exact same strength of preference in the same direction (new over standard or vice versa).
Suppose now that (xo, yo) is any fixed point within the NE quadrant, 0 < xo and 0 < yo . As a result, (-yo, -xo) is then a fixed point within the SW quadrant.
Denoting the standardized ICE ratio (slope) corresponding to (xo, yo) by so = yo/xo > 0, ICE symmetry implies that the standardized slope corresponding to
the outcome pair (x, y) = (-yo, -xo) is s = y/x = -xo/-yo = +1/so > 0. In other words, one immediate implication of this axiom is that all (xo, yo) and (-yo,
-xo) pairings with equivalent preferences have standardized ICE ratios, s = y/x, that are numerical reciprocals or inverses.
This inverse relationship has considerable intuitive appeal. Within the NE quadrant, s = y/x is a positive “loss over gain” ratio; the positive
numerator represents an undesirable additional cost (loss) while the positive denominator represents a desirable increase in effectiveness (gain.)
Meanwhile, within the SW quadrant, s = y/x is a positive “gain over loss” ratio; the negative numerator represents a desirable cost reduction (gain)
while the negative denominator represents an undesirable reduction in effectiveness (loss.)
In other words, numerically small and positive standardized ICE ratios are desirable within the NE quadrant where they represent loss/gain ratios,
while numerically large and positive standardized ICE ratios are desirable within the SW quadrant where they represent gain/loss ratios. By
assuring that outcomes within the NE and SW quadrants that yield equivalent preferences also yield standardized ICE ratios that are numerical
reciprocals (yo/xo and -xo/-yo= xo/yo), the ICE symmetry axiom simply formalizes basic intuition. (This highly cogent motivation for ICE symmetry
is based upon the "give/get" versus "get/give" arguments of Ken Buckingham in his unpublished paper on ALICE curves defined using a "frontier"
formed by ICE rays with reciprocal slopes.)
Next, note that the linear preference map, NB(x, y) = x – y, possesses a purely optional property that is much stronger and more restrictive than P(x, y) =
P(–y, –x). Linear NB preference is constant everywhere on the straight line passing through the points (x, y) and (–y, –x). Again, when one’s
preference map is linear, preference is assumed constant on all straight lines (x – y = constant) that are parallel to the lower-left to upper-right diagonal (x =
y) of the ICE plane.
Finally, note that ICE preference symmetry property does impose an additional restriction besides reciprocal ICE ratios, y/x and –x/–y = x/y, for the
corresponding "matched" outcome pairings. Namely, all such pairs clearly also have the same ICE radius,
In its own right, the anti-symmetry requirement that P(x, y) = -P(y, x) is quite intuitive. It requires symmetry in strength of preferences about the x = y
diagonal. However, this property is called anti-symmetry here because the direction of preferences is reversed on the two different sides of the x = y
diagonal. After all, when pairs of outcomes of the form (x, y) and (y, x) are not on the x = y diagonal, they are symmetrically located relative to this x = y
diagonal.
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[6] ICE Willi-Warp
See O'Brien BJ, Gertsen K, Willan AR, Faulkner LA. [Is there a kink in consumers' threshold value for cost-effectiveness in health care? Health
Econ 2002; 11(2): 175-180] for background information and a discussion of Bernie O's "KINK":

WTP < WTA
This key observation states that consumers' Willingness-to-Pay (more to get more benefit) is always less than their Willingness-to-Accept (less benefit to
save money.) The earlier work on "Net Benefit" by Stinnett AA, and Mullahy J. [Net health benefits: a new framework for the analysis of uncertainty
in cost-effectiveness analysis. Med Dec Making, Special Issue on Pharmacoeconomics 1998; 18: S68-S80] is thus clearly rather unrealistic. In fact, Net
Benefit uses the "linear" ICE preference map, NB(x, y) = x minus y, which assumes that:

See equation (5) of Obenchain RL. [ICE Preference Maps: Nonlinear Generalizations of Net Benefit and Acceptability. Health Services and
Outcomes Research Methodology 2008; 8: 31-56] for Bob O's "LINK" function:

This relationship generalizes all earlier work in the sense that it allows for cases where WTP < WTA or WTP = WTA and even (unrealistic) cases where WTP
> WTA. In fact, equation (4) of Obenchain(2008) states that:

where w(x, y) is a "standardized" willingness of WTP / Lambda within the NE quadrant or WTA / Lambda within the SW quadrant, where s = y/x is the
standardized ICE ratio and where Eta = Gamma / Beta is the map “power-parameter ratio.” This relationship assumes that w(x, y) is the derivative
(SLOPE) of the curved, constant ICE preference contour @ (x, y) that passes through this point and, as a result, can be represented
graphically as follows:

ICE Diagonal Symmetry

Note that the absolute ICE angle, +theta, above is 45 degrees + ArcTan(s). Thus, as s increases from 0 to infinity
(an infinite range) within the North-East ICE quadrant, theta increases only from +45 degrees to +135 degrees.
The above graphic displays a pair of standardized “dual rays” that [i] contain the same distributions of ICE preferences (varying as a function of ICE
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radius), [ii] correspond to equal absolute ICE polar angles relative to the upper-left to lower-right (x = -y) diagonal, and [iii] have both standardized
slopes (s = y/x) and standardized willingnesses (w = WTP / Lambda or WTA / Lambda) at identical radii that are numerical reciprocals. The case
depicted here corresponds to 0 < s < w < 1 < 1/w < 1/s because the "power parameter ratio" (Eta = Gamma / Beta) of the corresponding ICE
preference map is greater than one (realistic.)
Equation (1) of Obenchain(2008) introduces the corresponding 2-parameter family of potentially "nonlinear" ICE preference maps as being of the general
form:

where the positive Beta "ICE radius" power determines Returns-to-Scale and the positive Gamma "signed ICE angle" power determines map
"directionality." Specifically, when Gamma < Beta, the map tends to be somewhat "roundish" and quite unrealistic in the sense that WTA < WTP below the
x = y (lower-left to upper-right) diagonal (ICE angle theta = +90 or -90 degrees):

On the other hand, when Beta < Gamma, the resulting map tends to be "directional" and realistic in the sense that WTP < WTA below the x = y (lower-left
to upper-right) diagonal:

The following is an extreme map where (within the South-East ICE quadrant; ICE angle theta between +45 and -45 degrees) WTP can be as low as zero and
WTA can be as high as infinity! This is a so-called "ICE Omega" map where the power parameter ratio (Eta = Gamma / Beta) assumes the maximum
possible value (5.828...) consistent with the ICE monotonicity axiom.
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In summary then, Bob O's "LINK" function, which states that Lambda must be the geometric mean of all well-matched WTP and WTA
pairings, shows how (in the ICE Diagonal Symmetry graphic and the three non-linear ICE preference maps above) WTP and WTA
can both vary between patients and societies (willi-warp) with Lambda held fixed. Specifically, when Lambda is standardized so as to
always appear to be 1, as in the above ICE graphics, WTP and WTA must always appear to be numerical reciprocals: WTA = 1 / WTP.
In turn, the concept that Lambda can be meaningfully held fixed is the KEY to separating exogenous and contradictory economic
uncertainty about Lambda from the endogenous statistical uncertainty in patient-level data about a specific treatment comparison (T
vs. S.) In other words, Bob O's "LINK" function provides the theoretical basis for OBJECTIVELY determining Lambda for a given
disease state or medical condition by eliciting well-matched pairs of WTP and WTA numerical values from patients (and their trained care
givers) ...using any relevant disease-specific units of effectiveness. (The awkward and vague concepts of a QALY and of how to re-express
effectiveness outcomes in QALYs then become outmoded!)
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[7] ICE Acceptability: VAGR versus ALICE?
The concept of ICE "acceptability" originated in the publication: Van Hout BA, Al MJ, Gordon GS, Rutten FFH. Costs, effects and C/E ratios alongside
a clinical trial. Health Econ 1994; 3: 309-319.
The alternative (Acceptability Levels In Cost Effectineness) definition is newer; see Figures 7 and 8 of Obenchain RL. Issues and algorithms in
cost-effectiveness inference. Biopharmaceutical Reports 1997; 5(2): 1-7. Washington, DC: American Statistical Association.
As is clear from the following table, the only difference in definitions of "acceptability" between these two alternative approaches occurs within the
South-West ICE Quadrant:

ICE quadrant

VAGR
Definition

ALICE
Definition

DeltaC > 0, DeltaE > 0
NE quadrant

Acceptable if
DeltaC / DeltaE is less than
Lambda times s.
All outcomes
are Acceptable.
Acceptable if
DeltaC / DeltaE is greater
than Lambda times s.
No outcomes
are Acceptable.

Acceptable if
DeltaC / DeltaE is less than
Lambda times s = WTP.
All outcomes
are Acceptable.
Acceptable if
DeltaC / DeltaE is greater than
Lambda /s = WTA.
No outcomes
are Acceptable.

DeltaC < 0, DeltaE > 0
SE quadrant
DeltaC < 0, DeltaE < 0
SW quadrant
DeltaC > 0, DeltaE < 0
NW quadrant

DeltaC = Incremental Difference in Average Cost (Treated minus Control.)
DeltaE = Incremental Difference in Average Effectiveness (Treated minus Control.)
Lambda is a fixed value for the "Shadow Price of Health" expressed in DeltaC / DeltaE units.
The standardized ICE slope, s = x/y, is a positive, unitless scalar that is forced to vary between zero and infinity.
Note that the ALICE approach uses a "kinked frontier" ...with the WTP ray in the NE quadrant having slope Lambda times s while the WTA ray in the SW
quadrant has slope Lambda / s. The product of the WTP and WTA slopes thus clearly satisfies Bob O's "LINK" function:

See equation (5) and Section 7 of Obenchain RL. [ICE Preference Maps: Nonlinear Generalizations of Net Benefit and Acceptability. Health Services
and Outcomes Research Methodology 2008; 8: 31-56] for a discussion of the following "high-uncertainty" numerical example. Note that the VAGR
acceptability curve is non-monotone here and is badly biased relative to the (always monotone) ALICE curve. My ICEinfer R-package contains functions
to make bootstrap acceptability calculations and produce the following graphical / tabular displays:
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The horizontal axis of an ALICE plot displays ICE angle, theta = 45 + ArcTan(s).
Note that theta increases only from 45 degrees to 135 degrees (a finite range) as
s and WTP increase from 0 to infinity (an infinite range) and as 1/s and WTA decrease from
infinity to 0 (an infinite range.) In fact, WTP = WTA = Lambda only when theta = 90 degrees.
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